NUJS Profile

NUJS, a national law university exclusively dedicated to legal research and training was established in 1999 by a legal education visionary Dr. Madhava Menon. Since then, in a very short period of time NUJS has emerged as a top destination for legal education in India. Its supremacy in legal research, academics and training is acclaimed and well recognized in Indian legal circles. NUJS has been consistently ranked as one of the top law universities in India by Mint and Outlook magazine.

As a national law university, NUJS is known for its culture of research and knowledge development - for instance, students and faculty of NUJS regularly publish in top notch international journals and international exchange students pick NUJS as a top destination to learn Indian law. NUJS attracts speakers and visiting faculty of the highest calibre, such as former-president Abdul Kalam, Nobel Prize winners such as Joseph Stiglitz and Dr. Amartya Sen, Professor Upendra Baxi, Dr. Shashi Tharoor and Dr. Prakash Karat, Justice Altamas Kabir, judge of the Supreme Court of India.

NUJS also offers a range of successful and innovative distance education courses in management and law (IIM-Shillong), space law, entrepreneurship and business law and a mergers and acquisitions summer school. Top notch industry giants such as Larsen and Toubro have commissioned NUJS to develop executive training programs in business law.

NUJS is also acknowledged for its academic excellence by the industry - international and national law firms, banks, private sector companies and PSUs compete during campus recruitment to hire NUJS students for attractive packages. However, NUJS students have always excelled in entrepreneurship and fostered a culture of starting up commercial and social ventures.